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Trends in Wlderness Recreation Use Characteristics1
Alan E. Watson, David N. Cole, and Joseph W. ~ o ~ ~ e n b u c p
Abstrad.- Recent studies at the Leopold Institute have included analyses of use and user trends at the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area Wilderness,Desolation Wilderness, ShiningRock Wilderness, the Bob Marshall Wilderness
Complex, Great SmokyMountaim National Park, and Eagle Cap Wilderness. Some ~~~icdemographics,
like age,
education, and the proportion of female visitors, have changed substantiallywithout shifts in kinds of trips or
preferences for conditions encountered At the Eagle Cap Wilderness, visitors also showed a deeper commitment to
wilderness and more purist attildes toward appropriate behaviors in wilderness.

codesof behaviors of visitors to the Eagle Cap Wilderness in
Most of the past reports of trends of wilderness use and user
characteristics were drawn from comparisonsof findings
from about 30 studies of wilderness &tors at different
places and at different times (Roggenbuck and Watson
1988). The only study before 1990with comparable data
across time at a single location was by Lucas (1985), which
included comparisonsfor Bob Marshall Wilderness Complex
(BMWC) users in 1970 and 1982. This limitationof
available trends studiesraised question regarding the
generalizabilityof findingsto trends in the larger wilderness
syTo gain more accurateknowledge about trends in wilderness
user characteristics, the Leopold M t u t e conducted or
funded studies in the early 1990sintended to measure aspects
of wilderness visits and visitors at places where there were
comparable data from earlier studies. A detailedreport of
user trends at three wildernesses (Cole, Watson, and
Roggenbuck, in press) is currentlynear distribution. That
research paper explores trends at the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area Wilderness (BWCAW) in Minnesota, where
Stankey's (1973) 1969 study was repeated in 1991;at the
Desolation Wilderness in Ca@omia, where two studies in
1972 (Stankey 1980; Lucas 1980) were partially repeated in
1990; and at the ShiningRock Wilderness in North Carolina,
where Roggenbuck, Watson, and Stankey's (1982) 1978
study was repeated in 1990. In addition to these recent trends
studies, we now also have the benefit of Burde and Cman's
(1986) studies in the Great SmokyMountainNational Park
comparing users in 1973to 1983,the work by Lucas (1985)
in the BMWC in Montana, and a study by Watson, Hendee,
and Zaglauer (in preparation) comparingthe values and

Oregon,
- in 1965 and 1993.

Across the studies at BWCAW, Desolation, ShiningRock,
Great SmokyMountain National Park, and the BMWC,
there were a total of 63 variables offering some level of
comparabifty. The variables represent important
characteristicsof wilderness visitor use: ~~~iodemographic
descriptions,visit characteristics, visitor perceptions of
resource and use conditions and evaluationsof these
conditions, and visitor preferences for conditions and
management
Table 1 was developed in an effort to s u r n m d the strength
and consistency of trends in these 63 variables across the five
w2r: --~esses.Strongly consistenttrends were those which
der statisticallysigdicant change in the same
direction in at least three areas, with no opposing results.
Weakly consistent trends were those with changes in the
same direction in all areas, but not si@cant inat least three
of them. Variablesthat did not change had no significant
changes in any direction. Strongly inconsistenttrends
included those characteristicsthat changed sigmticantly in
opposing h e c t i m at different areas. Weakly inconsistent
changes had sigmticant changes jn one direction at some
places and nonsimcant change in the opposing direction at
other places. This paper will focusonly on the strongly
consistenttrends and the variables which were not found to
change at all. See Cole et al. (in press) for discussion of
methods, specific questions asked, and statistical
comparisons.
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Table 1. Strength and consistency of trends across five
wildernesses for 63 variables. Cole, Watson, and
Roggenbuck (in press).

year, typicalLkqency of wildemes visits; pqmiion of groups with
family members, -on
of hiking groups; distance traveled;number

Strongly Consistent Changes
Only five variables were found to demonstrate strong and
consistent changes across the five areas available for this
analysis. They included age of visitors, gender, education,
proportion of visitors with previous experience at other
wildernesses, and evaluations of the extent of litter problems
in the wilderness.
Age. At four of the five areas, the average age was
si@cantly higher in the repeat studies. For example, at the
BWCAW, the average age of similar samples increased from
25 years to 37 years between 1969 and 1991.
Gender. There was a sigmiicant shift in the proportion of
females included in the repeat surveys at three of the five
areas. At ShiningRock Wilderness, for example, the overall
proportion of the sample who were female went from 25
percent in 1978to 3 1 percent in 1990.
Education. The education level of wildmess visitors has
always been found to be higher than the generalpopulation

(Note: visitor surveys ofthis iype are generally limited to
those visitors at least 16y e a of age due to the complexity of
questions usually asked, therefore, comparisons are generally
made with members of the public who are 16 and over, as
well). While education levels of the general US population
have risen, education levels of wildernessvisitors have
changed at an even higher rate. For example, at the
BWCAW the proportion of the sample indicatingthey had at
least some graduate level education (study beyond the BSBA
level of college) rose from 15 percent in 1969to 41 percent
in 1991. Most BWCAW visitors come from Minnesota,
where censusdata show that for the general state adult
population the percentage obtaining some graduate
education increased from 4 percent to 6 percent between
1970 and 1990. For BWCAW visitors, the median level of
education increased from 13.1years in 1969 to 16.4years in
1991.
Previous wilderness experience.While some aspects of
previous experience changed inconsistentlyacross the areas
studied, the proportion who reported previous visits to other
wildernesses increased si@cantly. At the BWCAW, with
visitors coming fiom a part of the country with relatively few
wildernesses, the proportion of the sample visiting other
wildernesses increased from 45 to 58 percent. At the
Desolation Wilderness, 94 percent of the overnight visitors
reported visiting other wildernesses previously (up from 6 1
percent in 1972).
Evaluation of condifions. In allthree areas where visitors
were asked about their perceptions of the seriousnessof
various visitor use impacts, concern about the problem of
litter has declined While litter is the only impact problem
showing consistent and s i m c a n t changefor the better, a
comparison of raw score evaluations of the various impacts
evaluated shows that litter is still the most serious problem to
visitors, with visitors tending to evaluate it as a small to
moderate problem in most areas.
Variables That Did Not Change
Cunenf residence. A much larger group of user
charact&stics did not change (14 variables). For example,
Shining Rock visitors have tended to reside in moderate-sized
communities across time, with the median from the 1978 and
1990 samples around 30,000 population. In North Carolina,
where ShiningRock is located, the median population level
of communities for residents ofthat state was 7,500 in 1980.
Nationally, it was 70,000 in 1980.
Number of days spent in wilderness in past year.
While di6erences may exist between day-users and
overnight campers (for example day-users at the Desolation
Wilderness averaged a little less than five days in the past
year and campers averaged around eleven), the total amount
of time spent in any wilderness in a year has remained
constant across all visitors.

Propotfion of visifors who hike, photograph, or swim.
These threevariables are the only three of the activities
studied which did not seem to change in any direction. These
activitiesremain popular at most areas.
Typical distance traveled off-frail. While overnight
visitors to the Desolation Wilderness, for example, reported
increased distance traveled during a visit fiom about 15 to 17
miles in the 1972to 1990 studies, the distance visitors
believed they traveled off established trails showed no
overall simcant Merence. Reports of off-trail travel
v+ed greatly between parties, but the average across the two
study years averaged an estimated 2 to 2.5 miles.
Number of groups encounfered around campsites.
While we know that use densitiesvary considerably across
different wildernesses and within differentzones of the same
wilderness, overall reports of campsite encounters did not
change for the samples acrossh e .
Campsite solifude. The proportionwho were able to find
the level of solitudethey desired at their campsites remained
unchanged. As an example, at the BWCAW, about one-third
of the visitor sample saw more people than they desired
camped nearby.
Evaluations of wear and tear. On a scale fiom "very
poor" to "very gccd," visitor perceptions of conditions had
not changed sigmiicantly. However, some data suggestthat
these findings might be an artifact of the level of previous
experience at the site or day v. overnight use (Watson and
Cronn 1994). At the Desolation Wilderness, for example, 35
percent of day visitors surveyed in 1972 and in 1990
evaluated wear-and-tear conditions to be very good. Data
fiom this study, however, suggest that more experienced dayusers have sigdicantlypoorer evaluations of resource
conditions at the Desolation Wilderness. The same situation
existed for overnight visitors to the BWCAW.
Support for o ~ o u s e scement
,
fireplaces, interpretive
signs, nafural fisheries, and resfn'ctingnumber of
visifors. Support for these controversial,though sometimes
used, management practices remained constant. Sometimes
there are differences evident between types of wilderness
users, such as day-users demonstratinga fairly neutral
attitudetoward outhouses, while campers feel slightly
negative about them; day-users are slightly supportiveof
interpretive signs in wilderness, and campers are slightly
negative.

WILDERNESS
VALUES AND CODESOF
BEHAVIOR
A study at the Eagle Cap Wilderness in Oregon in 1993 was
partially intendedto repeat a study of visitors in 1965 by
Hendee, Catton, Marlow, and Brmkman (1968). These
studies sought to assess the strength of wilderness values held
by visitors and the behaviors they considered appropriate in
wilderness. At this time only one study provides this type of
comparison,raising questions again about the
generaljzability of these findings. From comparisons of
responses fiom the two samples, Watson, Hendee, and
Zaglauer (in preparation) concluded that 1993 Eagle Cap
visitors showed a deeper commitment to wilderness and a
more purist attitude toward appropriate behaviors in
wilderness. These visitors also represented an older segment
of societythan in the earlier sample, and they were more
highly educated
Nearly two-thirds of the 1965Eagle Cap visitors supported
the rights of people to camp wherever they please in
wilderness. Less than one-fourth of the 1993 sample
supportedthis behavior. Also, the 1993 sample
demonstrated a comparable decline in beliefs about the
appropriateness of cutting wood for a camp& or treeboughs
for a bed Attitudes toward the necessity of a campfire,
burying noncombustibletrash, bringing radios intothe
wildemess, and taking shortcuts all showed similar shifts in
perceptions of appropriateness. Visitors in 1993were much
more concerned about their impacts on wilderness.
Views also changed on some controversialwilderness values
eom 1965to 1993. Support for allowing lightning-caused
firesto nm their course increased fi-om about 3 to 44 percent.
Similarly, over one-third (44 percent) of the 1993 sample
supported allowingheavy infestations of native k t s to xun
their course in wilderness, compared to only 5 percent
support in 1965. The apparentvalue placed on risk and
being self-dcient is reflected in the k e a s e in support for
placing highest priority on the rescue of injured or lost
visitors. Some items with less dramatic changes, but still
demonstratingsi@cant shifts in a more purist direction,
includereduced support for allowing pack animals, livestock
grazing, hunting, and building corrals for livestock in
wilderness. Support for charging fees to visit wilderness
decreased.

From the study of trends in user characteristics,it appears that
some sociodemographicshave changed substantially, without
shifts in h d s of trips or preferencesfor conditions
encountered. This suggests that possibly we have mostly the
same visitors at these wildernesses, but they are older, more
experienced, and more educated Alternatively, different

people may indeed be visiting wilderness, but they take
similar types of wilderness trips and show comparable
attitudes about what they encounter there. If this is the case,
managers may need to worry less about the
socicdemographic shifts predicted in the future. Further
changes in age distribution, educational achievement, gender
distribution, and past wilderness experience would not be
expected to lead to changes in how visitors enjoy wilderness.
However, there could be a relationship between the changing
socicdemographic variables and the values wilderness
visitors have and how they view appropriatenessof some
wilderness behaviom, based on knowledge gained from the
Eagle Cap study.
Of course, some sociodemographic or personal factors may
be influential in fiture use characteristics that we have simply
not measured in the past. For instance, we have very little
historic information on ethnicity trends in wilderness visitors.
As this character of our society changes in most parts of the
country, as it is predicted to do, unanticipated shifts in use
characteristics and values could occur.
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